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Abstract
The density-dependent ﬂow and transport problem in groundwater on three-dimensional triangulations is solved
numerically by means of a mixed hybrid ﬁnite element scheme for the ﬂow equation combined with a mixed hybrid
ﬁnite element-ﬁnite volume (MHFE-FV) time-splitting-based technique for the transport equation. This procedure
is analyzed and shown to be an effective tool in particular when the process is advection dominated or when density
variations induce the formation of instabilities in the ﬂow ﬁeld. From a computational point of view, the most
effective strategy turns out to be a combination of the MHFE and a spatially variable time-splitting technique in
which the FV scheme is given by a second-order linear reconstruction based on the least-squares minimization
and the Barth–Jespersen limiter. The recent saltpool problem introduced as a benchmark test for density-dependent
solvers is used to verify the accuracy and reliability of this approach.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
PACS: 02.60.Cb; 02.60.Lj; 02.70.Dh; 47.55.Mh
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1. Introduction
In this paper we are concerned with issues of accuracy and reliability of a numerical approach based on
mixed hybrid ﬁnite element (MHFE)method for the discretization of the ﬂow equation and a combination
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of MHFE with a high resolution ﬁnite volume (HRFV) scheme via a time-splitting technique [12] for the
discretization of the transport equation, applied to three-dimensional triangulations.
Three-dimensional extension of this procedure, shown to be an effective tool for the solution of the
coupled ﬂow and transport problem in two dimensions [14,15], requires careful study. Indeed, when
extending the time-splitting technique to tetrahedra, special attention has to be devoted to the choice
of a truly three-dimensional limiter for the advection equation. In fact, simple generalizations of two-
dimensional HRFV schemes do not preserve spatial second-order of accuracy, because of the poorly
structured tetrahedra that need to be used in a three-dimensional mesh. The FV scheme that appears
well suited for application to tetrahedra [16] is based on a least-squares minimization of the linear
reconstruction in conjunction with the limiter proposed by Barth and Jespersen in [1].
Another difﬁculty that is encountered in three dimensions is given by extraordinarily long computing
times to simulate some problems. This is due to extremely small time steps required by the CFL constraint
for the explicit solution of the advection term. Even if different time steps are allowed for advection
and dispersion in the time-splitting technique, nevertheless the small advective time steps drastically
slow down the overall procedure. A strategy that considerably reduces the cost of using an explicit
advection procedure while maintaining accuracy allows for spatially variable time steps. This procedure,
ﬁrst described and analyzed in [5] on two-dimensional rectangular meshes, is used here to obtain results
in a reasonable computing time.
The saltpool problem is a benchmark problem recently introduced by Johansen et al. [10] and Oswald
[18] that thoroughly tests the performance and reliability of the numerical approach. This test case is
used to test the accuracy and robustness of the proposed approach and to further discuss issues related to
accuracy-performance convenience of an explicit vs. an implicit FV scheme.
The paper is organized as follows. First the governing equations of the coupled ﬂow and transport
model are described. The next section is devoted to the numerical approach and in particular the spatially
variable time-stepping strategy is described. The accuracy and reliability of the algorithm are then shown
in the solution of the saltpool problem. Suggestions and future research directions conclude the paper.
2. The coupled ﬂow and transport equations
The mathematical model of density-dependent ﬂow in porous media can be expressed in terms of an
equivalent freshwater head h deﬁned as [2] h =  + z, where  = p/(0g) is the equivalent freshwater
pressure head, p is the pressure, 0 is the freshwater density, g is the gravitational constant, and z is the
vertical coordinate directed upward.
The density  of the saltwater solution is written in terms of the reference density 0 and the normalized
(actual divided by maximum) salt concentration c:
= 0(1+ c), (1)
where = (s − 0)/0 is the density ratio, typically> 1, and s is the density of the solution at c = 1.
The dynamic viscosity  of the saltwater mixture is also expressed as a function of c and of the reference
viscosity 0 as
= 0(1+ ′c), (2)
where ′ = (s − 0)/0 is the viscosity ratio and s is the viscosity of the solution at c = 1.
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With the above deﬁnitions, the mass conservation equations for the coupled ﬂow and transport model
in porous media can be written, in terms of the unknown pressure head  and normalized concentration
c, as [9]


t
= ∇ ·
[
Ks
1+ c
1+ ′c ( ∇+ (1+ c)z)
]
− c
t
+ 
0
q∗ + q, (3)
v =−Ks 1+ c1+ ′c ( ∇+ (1+ c)z), (4)

c
t
= ∇ · (D ∇c)− ∇ · (cv)+ qc∗ + f , (5)
where t is time, =Ss(1+c) is the general storage termwith Ss the storage coefﬁcient,Ks is the hydraulic
conductivity tensor at the reference density deﬁned as Ks = 0gk/0 with k the intrinsic permeability,
z is a vector equal to zero in its x and y components and 1 in its z component,  is the porosity of the
medium, q∗ is the injected and q the extracted volumetric ﬂow rate, v is the Darcy velocity vector,D is the
dispersion tensor given by [2]D= (D0+T|v|)I + (L−T)v · vT/|v|, withD0 the molecular diffusion
coefﬁcient and L and T the longitudinal and transverse dispersivity coefﬁcients, c∗ is the normalized
concentration of salt in the injected/extracted ﬂuid, and f is the volumetric rate of injected (positive)/
extracted (negative) solute that does not affect the velocity ﬁeld.
Appropriate initial and Dirichlet, Neumann, or Cauchy boundary conditions are added to complete the
mathematical formulation of the ﬂow and transport problem [9].
3. Numerical discretization
The combination of the MHFE method with the time splitting technique is applied with the aim of
obtaining accurate and reliable solutions in both velocity and concentration ﬁelds, also when the transport
equation is advection dominated or when the ﬂow is orthogonal to the concentration gradient, in which
case the amount of transverse dispersion (size of T) is responsible for the high nonlinearities and large
local CFL and Pe numbers that pose challenges to the numerical scheme [10,18]. The solution of the
discretized system of equations is addressed with an iterative Picard-like scheme as described in [14] by
which the problem is decoupled by ﬁrst solving the ﬂow equation, then calculating the velocity ﬁeld, and
ﬁnally solving the transport equation. This three-step sequence is repeated until convergence.
3.1. Tetrahedra mixed hybrid ﬁnite element scheme
Let be a three-dimensional triangulation discretizing the domain 	, with Tl the generic element (tetra-
hedron),m the total number of elements, and n the total number of faces. The pressure head and the Darcy
velocity vector are approximated by
 ≈
m∑
j=1
jj , v ≈
n∑
j=1
vj wj , (6)
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where j are P0 basis functions and wj ( w(l)j on Tl) are the discontinuous Raviart–Thomas vector basis
functions [20]. The Lagrange multipliers 
 is approximated by

 ≈
n∑
j=1

jj , (7)
where j are P0 basis functions.
The MHFE formulation applied to the discretization of the ﬂow equation in combination with a -
weighted scheme in time ( = 0.5 (Crank–Nicolson) or  = 1 (Euler)) yields the following system of
algebraic equations:(
A −B C
BT D′ 0
CT 0 0
)(
vk+
k+
k+
)
=
( g1
g2 + D˜k
g3
)
, (8)
where t is the time step on the time interval [tk, tk+1], A= diag[A1, . . . , Am], B = diag[B1, . . . , Bm],
Al = (aik)=
∫
Tl
K−1l w(l)i · w(l)k d, Bl = (bi)=
∫
Tl
∇ · w(l)i d,
C = (crj )=
∫
Tl
j w(l)i · nl d, v = (vr)= vil ,
g1 = (g1l)=
∫
Tl
(1+ c)z · w(l)i d, g2 = (g2l)=
∫
Tl
− c
t
+ 
0
q∗ + q d.
In the above equations, i, k=1, 2, 3, 4, j=1, . . . , n, r=4(l−1)+i and=(l), =(
j ), and g3=(−qNj )
where−qNj assumes a nonvanishing value only if there is aNeumann condition on a boundary face ej . The
matrix K onAl is given byK=Ks(1+ c)/(1+ ′c). SettingDk=diag[dk1 , . . . , dkm]with dkl =
∫
Tl
kl d,
then D′ =Dk+1/ and D˜ =D′ −Dk+1 +Dk . If dkl is not dependent on time, then D′ = D˜.
The ensuing system of equations on the unknown  is obtained:
CTMCk+ = CTMg1 + CTSH−1(g2 + D˜k)− g3, (9)
where H = D′ + BTA−1B, S = A−1B, and M = A−1 − SH−1ST. Once k+ is calculated, k+ and
vk+ can be easily evaluated. For further details about the MHFE method we refer to [4,13,19].
3.2. The time-splitting technique
The time-splitting technique applied to the transport equation solves separately the advection and
dispersion equations by combining a cell-centered HRFV and a MHFE scheme for the advective and
dispersive equations, respectively. This approach has been extensively studied in two-dimensional trian-
gulations in [3,13–15], where a second-order in space and a ﬁrst- or second-order in time (depending on a
correction term) scheme has been developed and analyzed. The three-dimensional approach is described
in [17].
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Eq. (5), over the time interval [tk, tk+1] with time step t , may be written in semidiscrete form as
lc
k+1
l = lckl −
t
|Tl|
∫
Tl
[ ∇ · ( F(ck+1−)+ G(ck+))− f k+] d, l = 1, . . . , m, (10)
where ckl is the volume average over Tl deﬁned by c
k
l =
∫
Tl
c(·, tk) d/|Tl|, |Tl| is the volume of Tl , F=cv
is the advective ﬂux, G=−D ∇c is the dispersive ﬂux and f k+ contains the terms qc∗ and f. A weighted
scheme is used for the time quadrature with weighting parameter  ∈ [0.5, 1]. Integration in time is
explicit for the HRFV scheme and implicit for the MHFEmethod. The dispersive ﬂux is discretized using
the same MHFE technique as used for the ﬂow equation. Therefore, we combine explicit and implicit
ﬁrst-order Euler scheme (= 1) or explicit and implicit second-order mid-point rule (= 0.5).
The construction of a FV scheme that works well in three dimensions achieving second-order accu-
racy requires careful attention in the choice of the truly limiter. Schemes that give good results in two
dimensions appear inadequate when extended to three dimensions. This is probably due to the irregular
structure of the tetrahedra that are generally used in a three-dimensional mesh. A procedure that is not
expensive and, at same time, seems to be quite suited to be applied on tetrahedra, calculates the linear
reconstruction for the advective ﬂux as the least-squares approximation of the centroids values of the
reference tetrahedron and its neighbors. A limiter very similar to that proposed by Barth and Jespersen
in [1] guarantees that a local maximum principle condition is satisﬁed and achieves good accuracy.
More in detail, the advective ﬂux is approximated by the two-point Lipschitz monotone ﬂux (the
Godunov ﬂux) depending on the cell averaged values of the concentration c evaluated on the left and
right sides of face e(l)j , j = 1, 2, 3, 4, for each tetrahedron Tl at the time tk+1−. The reconstruction of c
on the left and right sides of face e(l)j of Tl is done in the following way.
First, the least-squares method minimizes the functional
S(Ll)=
∑
v∈L
(Ll( Pv)− cv)2, (11)
where Ll is the linear reconstruction,L = {l, p, q, r, s}, Pv is the centroid of element Tv and p, q, r, s
represent the indices of the neighboring tetrahedra to Tl . The slope limiter can be written as
clj = cl + lrlj · ∇(Ll), j = 1, . . . , 4, (12)
where l =min(l1,l2,l3,l4) and
lj =


1 if coldlj − cl = 0,
min
(
1,
cmaxl − cl
coldlj − cl
)
if coldlj − cl > 0,
max
(
1,
cminl − cl
coldlj − cl
)
if coldlj − cl < 0.
(13)
In the previous formula, cminl = min(cl,minv cv), cmaxl = max(cl,maxv cv) and coldlj is the linear recon-
struction just obtained with the least-squares method. The application of the slope limiter guarantees
that a local maximum principle condition is satisﬁed. We refer to [17] for a complete description of the
FV approach.
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3.3. The spatially variable time-splitting technique
Stability of the explicit advection discretization is determined by the CFL constraint, while the disper-
sive step is not subject to stability restrictions. Thus different time steps sizes are allowed for advection
(ta) and dispersion (td) and a ﬁner advection time step together with a coarser dispersive time step can
be employed: td = nata, with na integer 1.
The algorithm may be accelerated by considering a spatially variable advective time step, following
the lines adopted in [5]. For a simple description of the algorithm, we assume here that the domain 	
is partitioned in two subdomains. Thus, let 	 = 	1 ∪ 	2, and 12 = 	1 ∩ 	2 be the internal boundary
between 	1 and 	2. The advective time step (tai , i = 1, 2) in the ﬁrst zone (i = 1) is dictated by the
strictest CFL condition, determined as no spatially variable time steps were adopted (ta1 = ta). In the
second zone, ta2 =na1ta1 for some positive integer na1 . The diffusive time step is set as td=nata2 for
some positive integer na. The subdomain 	1 consists of those tetrahedra where the cell CFL time step is
smaller than ta2 , while 	2 contains the remaining cells. For efﬁciency reasons, the integer na1 is chosen
in such a way that approximately 80% or 90% of cells are located in 	2. The advection step proceeds by
ﬁrst applying the HRFV scheme within 	1 for na1 steps up to time tk +ta2 . At thetetrahedra that border
	2, the advective ﬂux along the boundary 12 is calculated by using the current solution in 	2, namely
ck . At time tk + ta2 , one advection step is performed in 	2. For those tetrahedra in 	2 that border 	1,
the ﬂux on 12 is constructed taking into account the values just calculated on 	1. Once the solution is
updated in 	2, one full advection step is taken over the entire domain 	. The procedure above is then
repeated na times until tk+1 is reached. Next, the diffusion step is carried out, obtaining the new solution
ck+1 and the whole process is repeated.
This procedure that uses only two zones is easily generalized to sp2 zones, as described in the
following algorithm, where La and Ld denote the advective and dispersive numerical ﬂuxes:
For each time step, with 	=⋃spi=1 	i and variable advective time step tai , such that naitai =tai+1 ,
nsp = 1, and td = natasp do:
• advection step: for each Tl ∈ 	,
(1)lc(0)l : =lckl
(2) DO ia = 0, na − 1
I. DO 	i , i = 1, sp
a. lc
(0)
l : =lc(ia)l
b. SET nai = nai · nai+1 · · · nasp
c. DO j = 0, nai − 1
lc
(j+1)
l = lc(j)l + tai [La(c(j+1−)l )] (14)pt
END DO
d. c(ia+1)l : =c
(nai )
l
END DO
(3) cˆk+1l : =c(na)l• dispersion step: for each Tl
lc
k+1
l = l cˆk+1l + td[Ld(ck+l )]. (15)
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4. Application to the saltpool problem
In this section we present and discuss the saltpool problem by employing the weighting scheme with
= 1 for the time discretization and using a spatially variable advective time-splitting technique for the
transport equation. The initial guess of the Picard iteration is given by the extrapolated value:
(l , cl)
k+1,0 = (l , cl)k+1,0 + 
(tk+1 − tk)
(tk − tk−1) [(l , cl)
k − (l , cl)k−1],
where  ∈ [0, 1].
The saltpool problem has been introduced by Oswald [18] as a three-dimensional benchmark case for
density driven ﬂow equations in porous media. The author describes a series of laboratory experiments for
a typical variable-density problem involving stable layering of saltwater below freshwater accompanied
by an additional discharge of water at the top boundary which causes a time-dependent upcoming of
the saltwater. A variation of the density differences between saltwater and freshwater is shown to have a
signiﬁcant inﬂuence in the ﬂow pattern due to gravity effects. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 1, where
a cube of side length 0.2m is ﬁlled with a homogeneous porous medium of porosity . At the initial time
saltwater is layered below freshwater, while a single inﬂow hole is kept at a constant freshwater rate q.
Through the outﬂow hole water discharges with variable salinity.An important outcome of the laboratory
experiments are the breakthrough curves of salinity at the outﬂow hole. Two different cases are studied,
one with a maximum initial salt mass fraction  (deﬁned as the normalized salt concentration c divided
freshwater
0.
06
 m
0.
14
 m
0.2 m
0.2
 m
saltwater
outflow
inflow
Fig. 1. Deﬁnition of the saltpool problem.
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Table 1
Parameters for the saltpool problem
Case 1 Case 2
Domain Box of 0.2× 0.2× 0.2m
k 11.94e-10m2
0 1.002e-3 kg/ms
0 1000 kg/m3
 0.0076 0.0735
′ 0.018 0.1909
 0.358
L 1.2e-3
T 4.32e-5
D0 10−10 m2/s
Ksx 0.011669m/s
Ksy 0.011669m/s
Ksz 0.011669m/s
Ss 0
by the ﬂuid density) of max=1% (low density, case 1) and the other with max=10% (high density,
case 2), respectively.
The saltpool problem has been modeled by various authors [6,7,10] with different success. The
numerical investigation is complicated by the extremely small dispersivities and the large density contrast
particularly for the high density case.
In [6,7] the simulation of the low density case agrees well with the measurements but differences in
long-term behavior remain. Instead, the breakthrough behavior at the outlet of the high density problem
shows an underestimation compared to the corresponding experimental salinity, and more reﬁned meshes
seem to be necessary. The authors used the FEFLOW package for the numerical simulation, based
on a Galerkin-FE method without any upwind and the AB/TR (Adams–Bashforth/Trapezoidal Rule)
adaptive time stepping combined with a one-step Newton linearization. To avoid the complete failure
of the numerical simulation they introduce the Frolkovic–Knabner [8,11] algorithm to obtain consistent
velocity approximation.
In [10] some of the parameters of the numerical model have been changed by means of a best ﬁt
between the numerical and the experimental solutions. To avoid numerical convergence inﬂuence, the
authors studied mesh convergence by means of a hierarchy of regular hexahedral elements meshes up to
eight grid levels.At the ﬁnest grid level, the total number of hexahedra is about 17 million. It is shown that
extremely ﬁne meshes are required to model case 2 with a sufﬁcient accuracy. The numerical procedure
is based on the d3f package, where a fully implicit/fully coupled solution technique for a vertex center
FV discretization with consistent velocity approximation is used. The temporal discretization is obtained
by means of either a ﬁrst-order implicit Euler or a second-order diagonally implicit Euler method. The
solution strategy for the nonlinear algebraic equations is based on a Newton method using a multigrid
iteration for the linear sub-problems.
In our simulations we use the adjusted parameters of [10] as summarized in Table 1. Observe that no
consistent velocity approximation algorithm is required. The initial condition for the salt concentration
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Table 2
Saltpool problem. Boundary (BC) and Initial (IC) Conditions. Convergence parameters
Case 1 Case 2
BCs for ﬂow
at the inﬂow hole qN = 1.89e-6m3/s qN = 1.83e-6m3/s
at the outﬂow hole qN = 1.89e-6m3/s qN = 1.83e-6m3/s
IC for pressure head = 0
IC for concentration c = / (see Eq. (16))
max 1% 10%
Vm 8.64e-4m3 8.9964e-4m3
 8e-3m
Final time Tmax 8412 s 9594 s
t0 17.525 s 4 s
tmin 10 s 4 s
tmax 17.525 s 9.9938 s
maxit1 7 5
maxit2 10 7
maxit 12 10
Convergence criteria: , c = 1.e-3
is expressed in terms of the salt mass fraction  by a piecewise linear function deﬁned as
(x, 0)= max
{1 if zzm − /2,
1/2− (z− zm)/ if zm − /2zzm + /2,
0 if zm + /2z,
(16)
where zm = Vm/L denotes the vertical position of the initial mixing zone (Vm being the volume of
saltwater recharged at the beginning of the experiment and L the length of the box), assuming a perfect
horizontal interface between saltwater and freshwater, and  is the width of the transition zone. These
last two parameters depend on the experiment. The inﬂow and outﬂow holes are at a constant rate qN .
The data values are summarized in Table 2. Two zones with variable advective time steps are identiﬁed
in such a way that approximately 90% of the computational cells are located in 	2 and only a relatively
small number of cells, located in 	1, requires a small advective time step.
Two grid levels are chosen for the simulation, corresponding to levels 4 and 5 on the hierarchy created
in [10]. In the coarsest level, the mesh is obtained by uniformly subdividing the topmost horizontal face of
the cube into 16× 16 squares, cut along the diagonal to form a mesh of 512 triangles. This surface mesh
is then replicated vertically (along z) to form 16 layers. Each triangle is thus the base of a rectangular
prism that is subdivided into 3 tetrahedra by suitably taking one main diagonals over each of the vertical
faces. The next level is obtained by uniformly reﬁning the previous mesh (each triangle is subdivided into
four triangles by connecting the midpoints of each edge) and by doubling the number of layers. The grid
characteristics are described in Table 3.
The maximum time step size for the simulations is tmax = 17.525 s for case 1 and tmax = 9.9938 s
for the case 2 and is held constant on both meshes so that some sort of grid convergence can be observed.
The time step sizes are relatively small compared with the length of the simulations but larger time step
sizes would require a huge number of advective time steps, with potential loss of accuracy.
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Table 3
Saltpool problem. Grid characteristics
Grid tetrahedra faces x y z
1 24576 50688 0.0125 m 0.0125 m 0.0125 m
2 196608 399360 0.00625 m 0.00625 m 0.00625 m
0.0
0.2
0.5
0.8
1.0
0.0
0.2
0.5
0.8
1.0
Fig. 2. Computational results of the saltpool problem for the low density case: 50% salinity surface at 150 s (top) and 1000 s
(bottom) for grid 2.
Because of the CFL constraint, it is prohibitive to make simulations on ﬁner grids without recurring to
parallelization.
The application of the spatially variable time splitting technique is very important in terms of computing
time. For example, by simulating the case 1 over the coarser grid, with 24576 tetrahedra and diffusive
time step equal to td=17.525 s, we have na=4, na1 =138 and the number of tetrahedra belonging to	1
is equal to 1562. This means that 138 advective time steps are run on 1562 cells, followed by 1 advective
time step on the remaining 23014 cells. This procedure is repeated 4 times, and ﬁnally a dispersion step
is run. If no spatially variable advective time step was considered, 138 × 4 (that is 552) advective time
steps would have been performed over all the 24576 cells. In case 2, for the same grid, and td=9.9938 s
we have na = 4, na1 = 76 and 634 tetrahedra belonging to 	1.
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Fig. 3. Salinity breakthrough curves at the outlet obtained for grids 1 and 2 for the low density case.
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Fig. 4. Computational results of the saltpool problem for the high density case: 50% salinity surface at 2000 s for grid 2.
The nonlinear convergence behavior suffers from the density effects inmixing and dilution of saltwater:
the simulation of the low density case with the coarser mesh requires up to three Picard iterations until
800 s but just one or two iterations are sufﬁcient afterwards. For the high density case, the same mesh
needs up to a maximum of four iterations until 6000 s and then two or three iterations. Similar behavior
is noticeable on the ﬁner grid.
The results for the low and high density cases are presented in Figs. 2 and 4 where the distribution
of the  = 0.5 surface is shown. Figs. 3 and 5 show salinity breakthrough curves at the outlet. A good
approximation of the breakthrough curve for the case 1 is obtained on the grid 2. On the contrary, for
case 2 a much ﬁner grid is necessary to obtain some accuracy. Interesting differences are noticeable
in comparison with the corresponding curves obtained by Johansen et al. [10] for the same case 2: the
behavior of the coarser grid displays some oscillations in [10] while in our simulation it closely follows
the experimental curve. For the ﬁner grid, our numerical results and that obtained by Johansen et al. [10]
are very similar after 4000 s, while between 0 and 4000 s, our curve displays a proﬁle more similar to the
experimental one.
The numerical experiments were run on a Compaq DS25 workstation equipped with a 600MHzAlpha
processor EV67, 1500Mbyte of core memory, and 8Mbyte of secondary cache. A run on the ﬁnest mesh
required a few days computing time for completion.
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Fig. 5. Salinity breakthrough curves at the outlet obtained for grids 1 and 2 for the high density case.
This suggests that the use of parallel computer should be adopted for the solution of the problem.
Another approach to acceleration could be the introduction of implicit cell center FV schemes to avoid
the time step restriction dictated by the CFL constraint. This option, however, requires further study to
assess its stability, accuracy and robustness and will be the subject of further research.
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